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The result is a listening experience cleaner, louder and more impressive than ever before. This
TbdCP amplifier pumps out 2, watts The Tad combines sound quality characteristics of Class-A
designs with efficiency of a Class-D in one remarkable package. Superior sound quality is
possible through the implementation dynamic switching frequency control. The addition of
Constant Power circuitry produces optimized output at a range of impedances. Rockford
Fosgate created Class-bd for brute The listening experience is cleaner The listening experience
is cleaner, louder and more impressive The PX5 1, Watt full-range 5-channel is the one-and-only
amplifier you will need to run your entire system. Run dash speakers off the front channels, run
back speakers off the rear channels and run subwoofer s off the 5th channel! Known world-wide
for brute power, this amplifier offers a The T amplifier offers the perfect balance of power output
and compact design required for high performance audio systems. The 4-channel configuration
allows fine tuning adjustments between front stage component systems and rear surround
speakers. The built-in crossover also allows the rear channels to be configured for running one
or Due to its dedicated low frequency response, this amplifier is optimized for mid-bass
speakers or subwoofers only. No need to worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of
4-ohm DVC subwoofers or quad-configuration The listening experience is cleaner, louder and
more impressive than ever before. With the TbdCP, you can now use an "under-the-seat"
dedicated subwoofer No need to worry because its 1-ohm capability will drive a pair of 4-ohm
DVC subwoofers or quad-configuration of The Punch PX4 multi-channel amplifier is versatile to
power any audio system configuration. In addition to 4-channel stereo mode, you can bridge
both channels to create a high power 2-channel amp, or run stereo speakers on the front with
subwoofers on the rear in 3-channel mode. Thanks to the Dynamic Thermal Management, the
small chassis design insures it can be installed in any location â€” like under front seats. The
PX2 is an excellent way to PUNCH up your sound system without monopolizing your entire
trunk - that way you have more room for subs! With its massive output stage, this amplifier is
best suited for driving a pair of 8-ohm SVC subwoofers or four 2-ohm DVC subwoofers.
Remember to This single channel amplifier utilizes the speaker output of the radio to not only
provide the audio signal it needs, but also the power that runs the unit. This is done through a
The PBRX1 is a mono amplifier designed for a subwoofer system that requires little space. The
BRT Boosted Rail Technology is an ultra efficient design that doesn't even use a switching
power supply to generate its Watts of power! The PX1 is perfect for use as a dedicated
subwoofer or center channel amplifier. Regardless if you're driving multiple speakers or just
one, the hefty 2-ohm capability will deliver the right amount of PUNCH that you want! Now,
thanks to its small chassis design, it will also fit where This allows the chassis design to be
much smaller than traditional sized amplifiers. The TX5ad Element Ready multi-channel
amplifier is a watt RMS unit built on our proprietary Class ad platform designed to deliver
unprecidented sound quality with superior power efficiency. The PX2 is a solid choice if you're
looking to drive a pair of coaxial speakers, component speakers, or a single subwoofer. Flexible
vehicle integration enabled through low-level and high-level inputs with auto turn-on. Top
mounted controls allow easy access to built-in This design creates a highly efficient design that
reduces the electrical impact on the vehicles charging system by using the efficient Class D
technology while maintaining fidelity combining it with Class b Home Car Audio Car Amplifiers.
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Feature amplifiers. Clear Filters. View Full Details. Find Dealer. Power Watt 4-Channel Amplifier
T The T amplifier offers the perfect balance of power output and compact design required for
high performance audio systems. Punch Watt 2-Channel Amplifier PX2 The PX2 is a solid
choice if you're looking to drive a pair of coaxial speakers, component speakers, or a single
subwoofer. The Power T3 Component Speakers are designed using nearly all the same design
cues as it's biggest brother, the Power T5. Best of all, the crossover is easier to mount and The
Power T4 6. The woofer features a woven The TS 5. Another difference is The ultimate in Sound
Quality can be obtained from a Power series component system. Utilizing a separate audiophile
grade tweeter, separate midrange and dedicated 2-way crossover, each part of the system will
accurately reproduce music with transparent detail. Goin' to a car audio competition? You'll
need these! Get Power series sound quality in a drop-in speaker. These full-range speakers
inherent all the coolest features from their big brother component systems. Be prepared, these
are more than OEM replacement speakers, their sound quality has been perfected for true
Rockford Fosgate fanatics! Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 5. Utilizing the ultimate
tweeter from our Power series component systems, this tweeter kit will enhance any car audio
system by providing crystal clear highs. It's dedicated outboard crossover utilizes audiophile

grade components for transparent detail. This kit is perfect for anyone needing to add a set of
dedicated tweeters Systems that need a premium drop-in speaker will certainly benefit from this
Punch series 6"x9" full-range speaker. The P offers a similar sonic experience to the P, but in a
fullfilling 4-way array. The RS is a dedicated 2-way component system utilizing a Mica injected
polypropylene cone for extended frequency response and accommodates direct OEM
installation. Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series tweeter kit. It features a 1" 25mm PEI
dome, cool looking outboard crossover, and 3 mounting bezels to accomodate various
installations. The 6"x9" Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a
fantastic value. Perfect for replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a
silk dome pole mounted Piezo tweeter and midrange. Includes grilles so they look as good as
they sound. Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage
will certainly benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. The 5. Perfect for replacing
factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a silk dome tweeter. The 6. Perfect for
replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones, a silk dome Piezo tweeter and
midrange. This low distortion material allows accurate reproduction of high frequencies for The
4" Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a fantastic value. These 6.
Features include a bridge-mounted tweeter and are optimized for a wide variety of U. Be
prepared, these Features include a pole-mounted tweeter, shallow mounting depth and
integrated concealed crossovers. Be prepared, these are more than OEM replacement speakers,
their sound The oversized motor structure and high temperature voice coil, combined with a
fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated cloth surround create the foundation for a
highly sensitive speaker that can handle plenty Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 6"
component system. It features a FlexFit basket for compatibility with various factory speaker
mounting locations and a sweet ICC Integrated Concealed Crossover , eliminating the need to
mount any black boxes. The neodymium motor structure and high power diaphragm, combined
with a billet machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker
that can handle plenty It features dual woofer outputs for use with two Punch Pro midrange
drivers. The oversized motor structure and high power diaphragm, combined with a billet
machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker that can
handle Be prepared, these are more than OEM replacement speakers, their The TS 6. The 6"x8"
Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a fantastic value. Car audio
fanatics will love the Power series 6. It features a Flex Fit basket for compatibility with various
factory speaker mounting locations and dedicated crossovers. Car audio fanatics will love the
Punch series 6. The oversized motor structure and high temperature voice coil, combined with a
fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated cloth surround create the foundation for a
highly sensitive speaker that can handle Power series performance and sound quality in a
component speaker system. Car audio fanatics will love the Power series 6" component system.
The Prime Series Component System is a new generation of factory replacement speaker
delivering authentic Rockford Fosgate sound. Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to
replace factory installed versions will certainly benefit from this Punch series full-range
speaker. European installers will love this new "European Basket" to easily fit a Perfect for
replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a silk dome tweeters.
Package includes grilles so they look as good as they sound. Home Car Audio Car Speakers.
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Power 1" Tweeter Kit T1T-S Utilizing the ultimate tweeter from our Power series component
systems, this tweeter kit will enhance any car audio s
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ystem by providing crystal clear highs. Punch 6"x9" 4-Way Full Range Speaker P Systems that
need a premium drop-in speaker will certainly benefit from this Punch series 6"x9" full-range
speaker. Prime 5. Punch 3. Prime 6. Punch Pro 1. Punch 6"x9" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P
Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly
benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. Punch 6"x8" 3-Way Full Range Speaker P
Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly
benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. Punch 5"x7" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P
Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly
benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. Punch 4"x6" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P

Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly
benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. Punch 6. Punch Pro 6.

